
Kitta Hey Notices 

There is no homework this week. Homework will be starting in October after the chaggim (the first week of October) 

information will follow.  

 

During the short weeks, we would ask that the children choose a book from home to use in their daily reading. They 

should record in their diary as they would with a school reading book. As they are now in Kitta Hey, we would like the 

children to comment on their own reading (even if they are reading aloud to you) this is to support them in developing 

their reading skills linked to the National Curriculum objectives. It could include new words they have encountered and 

their meaning, a summary or a prediction based on what they have read so far, questions they now have and any general 

discussion about the text.  

 

PE will take place every Tuesday. Please ensure that your child arrives dressed in their PE uniform. PE will be taking place 

outside this year. Please ensure your child has appropriate clothing for the weather (including a waterproof jacket). 

 

Please ensure your children have the correct school uniform and the girls skirts/dresses are the appropriate length.  

 

All children must have a water bottle in school each day as the water fountains are still out of use.   

 

We look forward to a great year ahead! 

Best wishes and Shabbat Shalom 

Mrs Marks, Mrs Risner- Green, Mrs Levy and The Kitta Hey Team 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Our Learning This Week 

SHANA TOVA AND WELCOME TO KITTA HEY! 

We are so proud of how well the children have settled into Kitta Hey. While it has been a very segmented start to 

the year, the children have shown fantastic enthusiasm for their learning and they have shown themselves to be 

excellent role models and great examples of ‘The Yavneh Way’.   

Over the two weeks we have been at school, the children have been reminded of how we conduct ourselves at school 

and have discussed the importance of positivity and a Growth Mindset. We have already seen the children showing 

real determination when facing new work and using their ‘BRAINS’ in the classroom. We have worked in our houses to 

complete Rosh Hashanah activities and this week, we have dissected a plant to learn about the different parts in 

science.  

 

Literacy 

This week in English, we have looked at the poem If by Rudyard Kipling. The children have worked really hard to 

understand this text and they have discussed the themes and asked questions about this to develop their 

understanding further.  

Maths 

This week in Maths, we have completed an assessment to help us to identify gaps or particular strengths in the 

children’s knowledge and to support them with their learning in the weeks to come.  

 

Limudei Kodesh 

In Kodesh we discussed the 10 days between Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur. We learnt about the stages of 

Teshuva and discussed the tefillah of Vidduy we add into our Yom Kippur Prayers.  
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